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TDRSS AVAILABILITY FROM THE LUNAR SURFACE

Anna Marie May
Center for Space Telemetering and Telecommunication Systems

NMSU, Las Cruces, New Mexico

Abstract

The aim of the present research is to develop a computationally efficient numerical model
to analyze geostationary satellite availability from the lunar surface. This simulation
includes a menu-oriented interface which facilitates user interaction and incorporates an
animated visual display. The animated graphics display depicts the satellite constellation as
the simulation progresses and aids in proper evaluation of the model. This simulation is
general in configuration and allows for arbitrary input parameters for positioning satellites,
specifying the rate of program execution, and specifying the sampling rate. A method of
determining when the moon is visible to a geostationary satellite is presented. The effects
of varying the sampling rate on the correct determination of the time window in which
lunar-geostationary satellite visibility occurs is studied. Large time intervals yield
misleading data while small time intervals slow the execution of the simulation. The
optimum time interval which yields reliable data was shown to be thirty minutes.

1. Introduction

Studies of satellites in orbit about the earth in which satellite-satellite communications are
of primary consideration have been extensive [1]. In this study, the primary consideration
is predicting the time frame and integral time in which lunar-satellite communication links
occur. A model and simulation is required to study the motion of the Sun, Moon and
satellite with respect to the earth. There are particular configurations during which the
earth obstructs communications from the satellite to the moon. There are also
configurations during which the moon is in line of view of the satellite and the sun appears
behind either the satellite or the moon interfering with lunar-satellite communications.
Specifically, a model is required which can determine when these configurations occur and
yield the times when the moon is visible to the satellite.

The satellite system to be modelled is the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS). The primary purpose of the TDRSS is to provide tracking and data acquisition
services to low Earth-orbiting spacecraft, including the space shuttle from launch to
mission completion. The Tracking and Data Relay Satellites serve as geostationary relay



points for user spacecraft and are always in view of the White Sands Ground Terminal [2].
There are at least two active satellites , plus an inactive on-orbit spare. The two satellites
dedicated to TDRSS service are assigned geosynchronous orbits at 41º W and 171º W
longitude [3]. The original motivation for this work was to simulate satellite-lunar
communication links between TDRSS and the lunar surface for possible future missions to
put man on the moon.

It is desirable that this model be interactive and incorporate an animated graphic display of
the simulation. This simulation allows for arbitrary input parameters for positioning a
satellite, specifying the rate of execution (within limits of the hardware) and specifying the
sampling rate. Interactive reconfiguration is allowed during run-time through an
asynchronous menubar. Asynchronous input allows the user to alter the scenario as it runs.
The advantage of run-time interactive reconfiguration. is that it can reduce the iterations
needed to achieve the desired results. Animated graphics represent the configuration under
simulation and evolve as the simulation progresses. These graphic results aid in proper
evaluation of the model when combined with a numerical assessment of the results. The
advantage of animated graphics is that they are quickly evaluated and can demonstrate
modeling errors while numerical analysis alone may be tedious and may fail to
communicate a modelling error.

This simulation runs on a VAXstation 3100 running the VMS operating system. A
commercially available software package was used in order to expedite model
development by eliminating the coding of graphical representations for this model. The
integrated simulation language and graphics package supports both interactive and
animated visual displays. This allows the designer to concentrate on the application
aspects of the model.

2. Model Development

In order to gain an initial understanding into the problem, polynomial functions to
approximate ephemeris data to locate the Sun and Moon relative to the Earth are used. A
coordinate frame is defined such that the earth is the center of a 3-axis coordinate system
that is fixed in space. The locations obtained from the polynomial functions are angular
and require transformation to this cartesian system.

The model was not developed to provide extremely accurate solar and lunar positions, nor
to include all perturbations on a satellite. The model was designed as a tool to provide an
environment in which the analytical and numerical methods can be demonstrated. For this
model, time consuming integration is eliminated in order to improve the speed and
efficiency of the simulation. The current model can be expanded to include forces acting
on the satellite if necessary.



2.1 Coordinate System

The Geocentric Equatorial Coordinate System is defined such that the origin of the system
is the central point of earth, the reference plane is the equator at a fixed epoch and the
reference direction is the venial equinox at a fixed epoch. The vernal equinox is defined as
the direction of the sun as viewed from the earth when the sun changes to the north side of
the equator in its apparent orbit at the beginning of Spring [4].

A projection of longitude and latitude lines from the earth’s surface onto the sky are used
in astronomical coordinate systems. The declination (*) is the angle between the line from
the earth to the planet and celestial equator. The declination is measured from the north to
the south. The right ascension (") is the angle between the vernal equinox and the
projection of the line from the earth to the planet on the equator. The right ascension is
measured from 0  to 24  in the direction of the earth’s rotation. The right ascension andh  h

declination are analogs to longitude and latitude respectively. This system is angular and
must be transformed to a 3-axis cartesian system.

The cartesian system is defined such that the X-axis is directed toward the vernal equinox
(longitude 0 ). The Y-axis lies in the plane of the equator and is directed towards longitude0

90 , and the Z-axis completes the right handed system and is directed towards the north0

celestial pole.

2.2 Defining the World: Visual Display

In order to portray the three dimensional numerical model on a two dimensional visual
display, the cartesian system is transformed such that the Y-axis is displayed as the
horizontal axis (0-axis) on the screen while the Z-axis is displayed as the vertical axis
(j-axis) on the screen. The coordinates of the X-axis cannot be displayed as a third
dimension on the visual display but are used to determine when objects in the sky have
moved behind or in front of other objects. The viewing configuration is defined such that
the point of reference is the vernal equinox and the center of the Earth at the origin.

In the graphics package used for this model, spaces are defined in a model-oriented
manner in real-world coordinates. The graphics system allows the program to specify a
region in world space which is to be portrayed on the display. The coordinate points of the
display are specified in Normalized Device Coordinates (NDC units). NDC units range
from 0 to 32767 along both the X and Y axes and scaling in both directions is assumed to
be the same. For this model the viewing transformation is defined such that the origin point
(0,0) is located in the center of the display to coincide with the origin of the Cartesian
system. The lower and upper limits of the both the 0 and j axes of the viewing display are
defined to be -4000 and 4000 respectively. Each unit corresponds to 1x10  kilometers. The5



limits were chosen such that the full orbital path of the moon could be displayed over the
entire screen.

Figure 2 - Visual Display for Simulation

3. Mathematical Description and Definitions

The equations used to determine the position of a geostationary satellite are simplified to
display a direct relationship between position and time. It is assumed that the satellite is
acted upon only by the gravitational attraction of the Earth. It is known that a synchronous
satellite has a fixed circular orbit with a period of revolution of one sidereal day. A
synchronous orbit is over the equator and the satellite travels in the same direction as the
earth’s surface. The orbit radius is defined as 42,164.2 km [5]. Since the motion of the
satellite is confined to the orbit plane the only calculations necessary are for the X and Z
coordinates.

3.1 Earth Intrusion Determination

As seen in Figure 3a, Coordinate System, the position vectors for the satellite and the
moon are SE and ME respectively. The Earth is positioned at the origin (0,0). The vector
from SE to ME called the pointing vector is computed by simple vector subtraction. The
magnitude of the pointing vector is the distance between the satellite and the moon. The
coverage angle of the satellite is approximately 62 degrees. This angle is a three
dimensional angle and represents the overall field of view of the satellite. Visibility is
defined as the ability of the satellite to have an unobstructed view of the moon. The major
obstruction is the Earth.



Figure 3a- Earth Intrusion Determination Figure 3b - Sun Outage Determination

As seen in Figure 4, due to the fact that the satellite’s antenna points toward the Earth, the
Earth obstructs visibility in the center 17º of the cone. When the moon lies in range of the
outer limbs of the cone, it is visible to the satellite. The visibility is computed by first
computing the pointing vector and then computing the viewing angle, 2 , between it andv

the vector from the Earth to the satellite. Visibility occurs when 8.5º <= 2  <= 31º. Thev

viewing angle is also a three dimensional angle and describes the field of view the satellite
has of the moon. The viewing angle is computed by using the dot product of the pointing
vector and the satellite-earth vector.

Figure 4 - Earth Intrusion Determination



3.2 Solar Outage Determination

As seen in Figure 3b, the pointing vectors from the satellite to the moon and the vector
from the satellite to the Sun are SM and SS respectively. The pointing vector SS is
calculated by simple vector subtraction and the magnitude of this vector is the distance
betwen the sun and the satellite. During periods when the moon is in line of sight of the
satellite and the sun appears either behind the moon or the satellite, a sun outage occurs
and the lunar-satellite communication link is disrupted. The sun outage is determined by
computing the angle 2  between the two pointing vectors SS and SM. A sun outage iso

defined when 2  <= threshold or 180.0 - threshold <= 2  and 180.0 >= 2  where theo        o    o

threshold is given as an input parameter. This value will depend on the type of
communication system used. The sun outage angle is a three dimensional angle also and is
computed using the dot product of the pointing vectors SS and SM. A sun outage occurs
twice a year, once during the Spring equinox and once during the Autumn equinox [6].

3.3 Transformation from Geocentric equatorial Coordinates to Display Coordinates

The equations describing the Geocentric equatorial coordinates of the lunar and solar
positions are lengthy and will not be derived here. These coordinates are transformed to
cartesian coordinates before determining visibility and then transformed again to NDC
units in order to display the simulation on the screen. The transformation from Cartesian
coordinates to NDC units is accomplished through routines provided by the software
package implemented for this model.

The Sun’s radius vector is expressed in Astronomical Units and must be converted to
meters. Since 1 AU = 1.496 x 10  meters, the rectangular coordinates are multiplied by11

1.496 x 10 . Recall that distances have been scaled down by 10  meters to match the world6          5

space defined by the simulation. Transformation to NDC units is unnecessary due to the
fact that the Sun is not displayed on the screen. The X coordinates (cartesian) of both the
moon and satellite constellation designate whether these objects appear in front (+X) or
behind (-X) the Earth.

4. Model Verification

Several test cases were investigated to ensure the simulation produced reliable data. For
the first case, a set of tests was conducted to confirm the calculations of the solar and lunar
movements with respect to the Earth. The simulation was run over a period of 20 years
calculating positions daily. Calculated values were confirmed with the Nautical Alamanac
and the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac [7],[8]. Values corresponding to the
initial date of the simulation as well as the final date were verified. The geocentric
longitude and geocentric latitude of the moon were calculated to the nearest .01º. The



horizontal parallax was calculated to the nearest .001º and the declinations of both the Sun
and the Moon were correct within the nearest .005º. Another simulation was run over the
same 20 year span calculating positions every twelve hours and the results were
equivalent. A similar test which was run over a 40 year period computing positions once
daily also produced reliable data.

For the second case, a test was run to determine if the sun outages occured circa the
Spring and Autumn equinoxes. A simulation was run over the inclusive dates of January 1,
1991 and January 1, 1992. The simulation indicated that the “sun interference” occured
around March 26 and October 5 of 1990. According to the Astronomical Tables [9], the
equinoxes for that year occured on March 20 and September 23.

When the earth lies within the coverage angle of the satellite such that the earth interferes
with satellite-lunar communications, the moon must be sufficiently near the equatorial
plane for this configuration to occur. Through analysis of numerical output and observation
of the animated graphical display, it is demonstrated that the simulation is detecting an
earth intrusion correctly.

The model was also tested to determine the optimal sampling rate. The model was tested
using four different sample rates over a period of three months to determine the total
execution time. The minimum, maximum, and average number of hours in which
lunar-satellite visibility occurs was computed. The results were as follows:

Table - 1
Results for Simulation of TDRSS-Lunar Contact

Samples per day   Execution time Min. contact hours Max. contact hours Average hours
(minutes:seconds)

8.0 2:51 3.0 6.0 1.91
12.0 3:70 2.0 8.0 3.16
24.0 6:55 1.0 8.0 4.93
48.0 15:17 3.5 8.0 6.14

The total number of hours per day of visibility possible during January 1991 by a single
satellite only and the satellite pair are displayed in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The
maximum number of hours of visibility for the satellite pair is twice that of a single
satellite. Figures 7 and 8 display satellite-lunar contact from January 1, 1991 to January 1,
1992 as viewed from one satellite and the TDRSS pair respectively.



Figure 5

Figure 6



Figure 7

Figure 8



5. Conclusion

In summary, a simulation of satellite motion in an Earth and Moon environment has been
constructed to aid in the analysis of lunar-satellite communications. The methods which
describe the development of the numerical model and the animated graphics model was
presented. Verification of the simulation was also presented. The simulation produces and
accurate account of lunar and solar positions with respect to the Earth. Since several
assumptions were made concerning the forces acting upon the satellite, the computed
positions describe only the general motion of the satellite.

Another motivation for this project was to determine the feasibility of developing this
simulation model with a commercially available software package. MODSIM and
SIMSCRIPT were explored. The performance of the MODSIM compiler on the VAX
workstation was extremely poor. While the SIMSCRIPT compiler’s performance was
acceptable, the SIMGRAPHICS documentation was often ambiguous and the routines do
not always perform as described in the documentation. Problems with the documentation
and performance of the graphics routines hindered model development. Future efforts may
involve the addition of perturbations on the satellite-pair into the simulation. Future efforts
may also include the programming of this simulation in a modular programming language
such as C++.
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